The structural and electronic properties of the clathrate compounds Ba 8 Al x Si 46−x and Sr 8 Al x Si 46−x are studied from first principles, considering an Al content x between 6 and 16. Due to the large number of possible substitutional configurations we make use of a special iterative cluster-expansion approach, to predict ground states and quasi-degenerate structures in a highly efficient way. These are found from a simulated annealing technique where millions of configurations are sampled. 2
Introduction
Waste heat is generated by all kinds of engines, from smartphones and laptops to highperformance computers, from refrigerators to power plants, from cars to airplanes, and many more. Transforming heat into electricity by exploiting the thermoelectric effect provides a possibility to reuse part of this waste heat, however, new materials with large thermoelectric efficiency are a prerequisite for profitable applications. Thus the investigation of and the search for novel thermoelectrics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] concern a hot topic in materials research.
Intermetallic clathrate compounds [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] are promising candidates. Their cage-like structure containing guest atoms is regarded as a realization of the phonon-glass electron-crystal,
promising a large figure of merit. Figure 1 (a) shows the unit cell of type-I clathrates with formula unit G 8 Y x X 46−x (cubic space group P m3n). The most important framework atoms X are group-IV elements, i.e. Si, Ge, or Sn. The host structure Y x X 46−x is built from 46 atoms forming eight cages, six tetrakaidecahedra and two dodecahedra ( Fig. 1 (b) ). They occupy the three symmetrically distinct Wyckoff sites 24k, 16i, and 6c, and are interconnected by tetrahedral covalent bonds as depicted in Fig. 1(c) . This bonding, analogous to that of group-IV semiconductors, can lead to high performance in the electronic properties. 11 The eight guest atoms G, placed inside the cages at Wyckoff sites 6d and 2a, can induce static and dynamic disorder, thereby lowering the thermal conductivity. They are also called rattlers, as they are expected to vibrate at low frequencies in a non-directional fashion, efficiently scattering low energy phonons responsible for heat transport.
Without substituents (x = 0), all valence electrons of the framework atoms X fully contribute to the covalent bonds. Following the Zintl-Klemm concept, the eight guest atoms, G=Ba or Sr considered here, donate their two valence electrons to the host, making the material metallic. These 16 free charges per formula unit can be compensated by partially substituting the group-IV element X by a group-III element, e.g. Y=Al, Ga, In. Assuming a purely ionic host-guest interaction and complete absorption of the free charges by substituents, full compensation is reached at x = 16 1 . This so-called charge-balanced composition 9,13,14 is expected to be a semiconductor, which is highly desired for thermoelectric applications.
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The variety of chemical elements available for building the clathrate structure offers a wide compositional space for optimizing their electronic properties and reaching high efficiency. 16 
Methodology

Cluster expansion
An arbitrary configuration of the crystal can be represented by a vector s = (σ s1 , σ s2 , ...),
where the occupation variables σ si take the value 1 or 0, if a site i is occupied by one or another type of atom. For a configuration s, the predicted energy E s can be expanded in terms of 0-, 1-, 2-, ... n-body clusters α = {i, j, ...} as
where i, j, ... indicate crystal sites. The coefficients J α are the so-called effective cluster interactions (ECI), and the sum runs over a set of N c symmetrically distinct clusters. The correlation functions
are obtained from an average of the cluster functions f sβ over all the clusters (denoted β)
which are symmetrically equivalent to the cluster α. There are m α such clusters. The cluster functions are defined as the product of the occupation variables σ si for the sites i belonging to the cluster, i.e., f sβ = i∈β σ si . For more details on the CE we refer the reader to Ref.
33. The coefficients J α in Eq. 1 are obtained by fitting the predicted energies to a set of N t structures -the training set-whose energies are known from ab-initio calculations based on density-functional theory (DFT) 3 . Formally, this requires the minimization of the objective function
with respect to the ECIs, i.e. ∇ J S 2 = 0. In Eq. 3, the first term on the right hand side is the mean squared error (MSE) of the predicted energies E s . The second term represents an 2 regularization which allows for finding an optimal set of ECIs even if the number of clusters N c is larger than N t . Both the optimal penalization strength A α and the optimal set of clusters are obtained by minimizing the cross-validation score (CV), 40 ,41
Here, E (s) is the predicted value for E s , which is obtained from a training set excluding the data point s. as well as the numerical implementation, will be published elsewhere.
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The search for the ground-state (GS) structures is carried out in an iterative procedure. It starts with a set of random structures, one for each composition x (6 ≤ x ≤ 16). The ab-initio energies of this set are calculated, and a first CE is constructed from them. The large size of the clathrates' parent cell prevents a full enumeration of symmetrically distinct structures for each composition. Instead, the configurational space is explored through a Metropolis sampling generating a Boltzmann distribution at fixed temperature. The energies of the new structures visited in this procedure are predicted by the CE. From this sampling, the lowest-energy structures visited (or the lowest non-degenerate, in case no new ground state is found) are adopted, and their ab-initio energies are calculated. Based on this extended set of ab-initio data, a new CE is performed. This procedure is repeated until no new GS structure is found and the CV is small enough to make predictions.
Computational details
The ab-initio calculations are performed with the full-potential all-electron DFT package exciting, 45 an implementation of the (linearized) augmented planewave + local-orbital method. In order to evaluate the stability of our results, we use two different exchangecorrelation functionals, namely the local-density approximation (LDA) 46 and the generalizedgradient approximation in terms of the PBEsol functional. 
Ground-state search
Results of the iterative cluster expansion
The results of the iterative CE are shown in Fig 
This expression represents the energy difference between the ab-initio energy E(x) and the 
Cluster expansion models
To obtain the CE models in each iteration of the iCE, we employ an optimization procedure this optimization procedure, a small set of relevant clusters is identified. For this set, we finally perform a combinatorial optimization where all subsets of clusters are considered. As the number of relevant clusters is small, i.e. N c < N t , we set the penalization strength A α in Eq. 3 to zero.
In Fig. 3 (a) we demonstrate this combinatorial optimization for Ba the CV reaches a minimum at N c = 10, indicating the optimal CE (see Table 1 ). The increase of the CV for N c > 10 reveals overfitting, i.e. fitting to noise in the ab-initio data.
The optimal CE comprises the following 10 clusters: the empty cluster (α = 0); the three 1-point clusters arising from the three Wyckoff sites (24k, 16i, and 6c), labelled as α = k, i, and c; and the four 2-point clusters α = kk, ki, kc, and ii (see Fig. 3(b) ). Additionally, two 2-point clusters consisting of next-nearest neighbor sites are present. These are denoted as i-i
and k-c (dashed lines in Fig. 3(b) ). In the case of Sr 8 Al x Si 46−x , the addition of next-nearest neighbor interactions lead to overfitting and thus are not included. Tables 1 and 2 Green color is used for kk bonds, cyan for ki, orange for kc, and blue for ii.
low-energy configurations better. 
Structural properties
Ground-state configurations
From the CE we can deduce the site occupancies and numbers of Al-Al bonds per unit cell, which are shown in Table 3 for the GS configurations. These are represented by the notation (n k , n i , n c ) N b , where n k , n i , and n c indicate the number of Al atoms sitting at the 24k, 16i, and 6c sites, respectively, and N b the number of bonds between Al atoms in the structure.
A given tuple can represent several structures. Nevertheless, this simple representation is meaningful because it captures the main interactions. In addition to the ground-state configurations, the energies of a few quasi-degenerate structures (i.e., with energy differences below ∼ 2 meV/atom with respect to the GS) are present for some compositions. For both compounds, bonds between Al atoms are avoided over the entire compositional range with only one exception. This reflects the fact that all nearest-neighbor two-point interactions are positive (see Tabs. 1 and 2 ). Moreover, the order of the one-point ECIs, J c < J k < J i , indicates favored occupation of the 6c site, followed by a preference of the 24k and 16i sites, respectively. In line with this, the 6c site is fully occupied in the range 
Lattice constants
The lattice constants of the GS structures are presented in As expected, the lattice parameters obtained by LDA are smaller (∼ 0.065 Å) than those from PBEsol. The latter still underestimates the experimental value by about 0.5%. While for solid Al and Si the relative error is less than 0.5% for both functionals, 50 for alkaline-earth metals, as Sr and Ba, the lattice spacing is underestimated by LDA by more than 4% and by PBEsol by more than 2%. 50 This suggests for the clathrates that the slight systematic underestimation by PBEsol is caused by the guest atoms.
Bond-distances
Like the lattice parameters, also the average bond distances reveal a dependence on the number of Al substituents, as can be seen in Fig. 6 . The dots indicate the PBEsol data; the LDA results (not shown) are uniformly smaller by about 0.02 Å.
Focusing on the Ba clathrate, the ii and ki bonds show a monotonic, almost linear increase with Al content for 6 ≤ x ≤ 12. This reflects the fact that in this composition range, additional Al atoms occupy the 16i sites, resulting in larger bond lengths when a 16i site is involved, i.e., the ii and ki distances. Since no 24k site is occupied in the range x < 12, the kk bond distance remains almost constant. As shown before (Table 3) , occupation of the 24k site appears from x = 13 onwards leading to a drastic increase of the kk bond and a corresponding decrease of the ii bond from x = 12 to x = 13 due to simultaneous depletion of this site. This trend continues until the charge-balanced composition is reached, where the 24k site is half occupied in the GS configuration. The kc bond length is almost independent of the Al content. The reason becomes clear by recalling the Al occupations of the 6c and 24k sites. At low x, full 6c and empty 24k sites imply that one Al atom is part of every kc bond. At high x, the 6c position is less populated, but at the same time the surrounding 24k sites of an empty 6c site are occupied, thus, the number of Al atoms forming part of kc bonds does not change.
For the Sr compound, the trends in the low substitutional range are analogous to those Electronic properties Table 4 ).
Since semiconducting behavior is beneficial for the thermoelectric properties, we have closer look at the electronic behavior of these materials at the charge-balanced composition. Figure 9 illustrates the DOS around the Fermi level for Ba In general, the electronic structure of these materials strongly depends on the atomic configuration. The predicted semiconducting behavior of both compounds in some configurations at the charge-balanced composition, and predominantly those of the ground states, is an exciting finding in view of their application in thermoelectric devices. Table 3 . 
Conclusions and outlook
In the present work, we have investigated the clathrate compounds Ba 8 Al x Si 46−x and Sr 8 Al x Si 46−x (6 ≤ x ≤ 16) with respect to their structural stability and electronic properties. Their large configurational space has been explored with CELL, 38 an iterative cluster expansion technique for large parent cells. Thanks to its numerical efficiency we have been able to predict ground-state configurations as a function of Al content without making any presuppositions.
For both compounds, these GS have been verified by two independent sets of ab-initio calculations based on the exchange-correlation functionals LDA and PBEsol, respectively. The CE yields total energies with an accuracy of less than 2 meV/atom for low lying configurations. This accuracy has allowed us to determine site preferences and bond lengths. Detailed analysis has revealed that Al-Al bonds are energetically unfavorable. There is a clear preference for Al atoms to occupy the 6c site. In the Ba compound, a transition from a full 6c to half 6c occupation takes place between x=10 and 14, and the 6c site remains half occupied 
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